
Letter for Sectioned TIs

From: InfinityB.co
Date: Wednesday, February 15th, 2023 at 10:28 PM
Subject: For [names redacted], and Similarly Situated TIs

[Greeting redacted],

While we're unacquainted, I was asked, among others, to contact you regarding involuntary detainment or
"sectioning" of [names redacted]. [Name redacted] is a self-reported targeted individual ("TI"). In case you are
unfamilar with this designation, TIs are subject to covert torture operations, sometimes for rapists, sadists,
intellectual property theft, jealous sociopaths or (illegal) experimentation; and sometimes to discredit or
damage any whistleblower on, or investigator of, corruption or malfeasance. That last motive is allegedly
behind [name redacted]'s sectioning.

While I am unfamiliar with [name redacted]'s case, it sounds like she may exhibit antagonism and/or skepticism
of motives. This is commonly misattributed as irrational paranoia in targeted individuals when it is a rational
response to disclosed elements of covert torture. In NSA-affiliated operations, for example:

"After selection, the subject is subjected to long periods of REM Sleep Deprivation and reinforced torturing
posthypnotic suggestions that will breakdown the subject's will, confidence, self-reliance.... Meanwhile,
the subject is increasingly isolated from their familiar and trusted peer groups causing the subject to
experience depression, apathy, and ultimately social and financial failure" if tactics succeed. Isolation is
pursued even by impairing landlines, mobile phones and social media messaging.

With "isolation, the subject is susceptible to the approaches of insincere people, which are used by the NSA
to emotionally hurt the subject more. This allows the NSA to convince the subject that people can't be trusted
and that only the NSA [pretendng to be Jesus or a suitable deity] can be trusted. This serves to isolate the
subject from supportive peer groups and makes the subject emotionally dependent on the NSA [customarily
pretending to be Jesus or God in voice, dreams and/or signs] resulting in the NSA gaining more power in the
subject's life."

The excerpts are from Will Filer's "NSA Mind Control and Psyops," persuasive in details experienced by
innumerous targeted individuals. Covert agencies and contractors worldwide appear to have adopted similar
scripts and tactics in recent decades, generally following Biderman's Chart of Coercion, endeavoring to isolate
targets by means including duplicitous contractors, employees, even lovers, nurses and doctors. For example,
highlighted in references below, Carl Clark worked for both CIA and MI5, and described standard procedures of
residential break-ins, gaslighting and torture with microwave or directed energy weapons (as in his April 2010
Raum & Zeit interview) partly used for sleep deprivation. Similar operations have been demonstrated
worldwide.

Those familiar with covert agencies' history know that psychiatrists have played a central role in discrediting or
damaging targets of covert torture as discussed, for example, in Dr. Colin Ross' book Bluebird. Practitioners
who collaborate with any covert agency or contractor in this regard face prosecution as heinous torture
operations proliferated beyond plausible deniability and almost certainly will be wound down with public shock.

Regardless, there is no reasonable legal basis to deprive liberty in the absence of any criminal offense.
Consequently, notwithstanding anything you may think about [names redacted] personally or professionally, at
least in the event they are not legitimately arrested for criminality I urge you to release them promptly.



In case any of this message is unfamiliar, you may find explanatory videos and briefs at
https://infinityb.co/TI helpful, including "Introduction to targeted individual libel and slander" (11 minutes) and
"Introduction to targeted individuals and V2k" (27 minutes). The latter includes a healthcare practitioner; you
may appreciate her comment.

Please do not delay acting urgently to release [names redacted] and any targeted individual in your purview, as
you would want were your positions with respect to [names redacted], or any targeted individual, reversed.

Cordially,
Noam Grunes

https://infinityb.co/TI

